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By Jamie Tremain

Black Opal Books, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. What do Geisha dolls, industrial espionage, and a mysterious
silken fabric have in common? Though it sounds like the lead-in to a bad joke, it s the riddle that
Portland, Oregon, private investigator Dorothy Dennehy has to solve when she s hired by
businessman Paul Webster. Paul s company has become entangled in the rivalry between a firm he
s merging with and a no-holds-barred unsavory competitor. While Dorothy s background as a cop-
combined with her expertise in using disguises-comes into play, Paul s skills as a former
intelligence officer are also an asset as the two work together to save his company from ruin.
Dodging murder and kidnapping attempts, Paul and Dorothy follow a trail of clues leading to a
long-forgotten art-and-antiquities theft.and murder. But the discovery of a body, showing a lack of
the expected decay, has everyone puzzled. Can Paul and Dorothy survive long enough to unravel
the mystery, or will they become the devious killer s next victims?.
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ReviewsReviews

Basically no phrases to spell out. It is actually rally interesting throgh studying time. You can expect to like just how the article writer create this
publication.
-- Braden Leannon-- Braden Leannon

The ebook is great and fantastic. We have read and i also am sure that i am going to likely to go through once again again down the road. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Erica Turcotte-- Erica Turcotte
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